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Carefully created vows should not only fulfil legal requirements, they should touch everyone’s
hearts. They may make you cry. They may make your guests cry. However, they should not make
anyone squirm, roll their eyes, or laugh with embarrassment. By guiding you step-by-step
through the process, this book will show you how easy it can be to write vows that speak your
hearts and your loving intentions towards each other in simple and honest words. It will also help
you make the practical decisions needed when there are two brides, and to navigate the
complexities of creating vows that comply with the legal requirements whatever they are.
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ceremonyConclusionWORKSHEET: Our Personal VowsTEMPLATE: Our VowsAbout the
AuthorIntroductionYour vows express your intentions for your marriage (your performance
targets), together with your deep declarations of love and commitment. Although your whole
wedding, civil union, or commitment ceremony will be an expression of your love, your
commitment to one another, and who you are as a couple, your vows are the both the centre and
the high point of you’re the ceremony. They create or affirm your union and emphasize what is
important to you. Through the speaking of your vows in the presence of witnesses, you give
verbal expression to your commitment to one another.Long after your wedding day, the words of
your vows will live on. You might add them to your wedding album, copy them onto a card you



keep in your wallet, repeat them to each other on every anniversary. When you read them you
will remember the moment you made them, and you will feel again the emotions you felt when
you first spoke them aloud in front of family and friends.Whether your wedding is a lavish
spectacle or a casual gathering, the essence of your ceremony is the quiet, simple, and
unassuming moment when you recite your vows. These vows are the most important part of the
ceremony for three reasonsIncreasingly for same sex couples, they are the legally binding part
of the ceremony, they create your marriage or civil unionThey are the emotionally binding part of
the ceremonyThey are the statement of the terms on which you begin your married lifeThanks to
changes to marriage laws or availability of legal civil unions, in a rapidly growing number of
countries and states, spoken or affirmed vows are a legal requirement for same sex couples.
They may also be required to include your full include your legal names in your vows.In those
countries where you sign a marriage register after the ceremony, rather than a license, what your
celebrant (officiant) and your two witnesses s are doing is not merely witnessing your signatures
but attesting to the fact that in their presence you have declared your solemn vow. This is why a
marriage ceremony is referred to as solemnization – your marriage is solemnized through the act
of making vows in the presence of an authorized celebrant together with witnesses, where
required..PART ONE:About VowsFood for Thought About VowsYour ceremony is an occasion to
be out and proud about who you are and about your wonderful relationship. Your vows are the
centerpiece of your ceremony. Because they are an expression of your values and beliefs, it is
important that your vows match your individual heartfelt intentions.Traditionally vows include
topics of love, life, partnership, and individuality. The most powerful vows are serious, sincere,
and reverent in the sense that you are knowingly making a promise that will have the greatest
impact on your life, and on the life of at least one other person, of any promise you will ever
make.The motive for your vows is love, but the vows themselves are positive, self-fulfilling
prophecies intended to guide both your actions and your attitude, and thereforeThey should
include more than feelings, they should be actions, what you are going to do, how you are going
to behave.They should take the long view – how you want to be treated throughout your
marriage, civil union, or partnership and what behaviors towards your beloved are you
committing to.They should serve as a guide to keep you and your relationship on course and
therefore they need to be suitable to become part of your everyday livesThey are both the
mission statement for your relationship and a statement of goals as to how you will treat each
other.They can be meaningful, beautiful, romantic, and unique, or any combination of these four
descriptors, but you would not want them to be unique to the exclusion of meaningful, beautiful,
and romantic.They are a contract between the two of you about how you are going to run your
relationship, and therefore they are the blueprint for your marriage.When you take the time to
specify the content of your own vows (whether or not you do the final writing of them) you have
the opportunity not only to personalize your promises, but also to deeply embrace every word
and everything each word represents..Legal VowsAs country after country and state after state
legislates for marriage equality (Hurray!) gay couples need to make sure that you meet local



legal requirements for your ceremony, and for your vows. You may be required to make a
statement in a certain form of words, or to ensure that your vows contain certain words in order
to create the legal marriage (or civil union where that applies).Where a legal ceremony is not
available, there may also be a legal requirement to avoid the use of certain words (such as (such
as wife, marry, or marriage) in order to comply with local laws.Your celebrant (officiant or
clergyperson) will guide you.
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Cookilaw, “Fabulous book for writing you own vows.. This is a fabulous book for Lesbian vows. It
is identical content verbatim, to the one for Gay Grooms by the same author.”

The book by Jennifer Cram has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 2 people have provided feedback.
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